
 

 
 
The   September   24,   2016   community   event   concluded   the   concept   phase   consultation   for   Engage   106-76.      Since   then, 
the   City   has   begun   work   on   the   preliminary   and   detailed   designs   based   on   the   concept   plan   recommendations. 
 

What   We   Heard 
from   Community   Partners 

Project   Considerations  Outcome 
or   Resolution   Timeframe 

Decorative   Streetlights 
Based   on   feedback   received   on 
decorative   streetlights,   the 
majority   of   participants   at   the 
September   community   event   saw 
value   in   corridor-wide   decorative 
streetlights,   with   no   preference   for 
either   an   identical   type   throughout 
the   corridor   or   unique   type   in   each 
neighbourhood.   

 
- 

It   is   recommended   that   black   powder   coated   davits 
be   installed   along   the   two   corridors,   with   each 
neighbourhood   having   the   ▍�exibility   to   choose 
di抰erent   decorative   street   lighting   to   create   their 
own   community   identity.      This   selection   will   result 
in   additional   costs,   to   be   covered   through   the   local 
improvement   tax   levy   process   or   community 
fundraising.   Decorative   street   lighting   will   be 
discussed   during   the   preliminary   design   (based   on 
the   neighbourhood’s   current   expression   of   interest 
status).  

Temporary   Barricades 
Queen   Alexandra   community 
wishes   to   explore   the   possibility   of 
temporary   barricading   106   Street 
during   Friday/Saturday   evenings.  

 
- 

The   concept   planning   team   contacted   an   EPS 
representative   regarding   Queen   Alexandra 
community’s   concerns.      If   Queen   Alexandra 
community   wishes   to   pursue   dialogue   with   EPS 
regarding   enforcement   issues   to   further   address 
late-night   southbound   tra꺔�c   concerns   on   106 
Street,   they   may   contact   Cst.   Matthew   Williamson 
(CLC   Sector   1   -   Southwest   Division)   at 
780-426-8300   or 
matthew.williamson@edmontonpolice.ca   

Tra꺔�c   Signal   at   106   St   &   76   Ave 
Concerns   related   to   the   proposed 
signal   installation   at   106   Street   and 
76   Avenue   intersection.   These 
include   the   expectation   that   it   will 
increase   speeds   and   tra꺔�c 
volumes,   encourage   tra꺔�c 
violations   during   non-peak   hours 
(i.e.   pedestrians   or   cars 
disregarding   tra꺔�c   lights), 
generate   tra꺔�c   jams   or   waves   of 
tra꺔�c   that   will   result   in   reduced 
livability   in   the   area.   Others   felt   the 
four-way   stop   functioned   well   as-is. 

The   proposed   changes   along   106   Street   and 
76   Avenue   (with   the   installation   of   one-way 
cycle   tracks   and   two-way   travel   lanes) 
contribute   toward   the   complexity   of   this 
intersection.      Signalization   is   expected   to 
improve   safety,   reduce   collisions   and 
non-compliance,   and   provide   clarity   in   terms 
of   who   has   right-of-way   (i.e.   pedestrian, 
cyclist   or   vehicle).   Signalization   at   this 
location   is   not   anticipated   to   encourage 
more   vehicular   tra꺔�c,   but   rather   better 
manage   multiple   modes. 

To   ensure   safety   of   all   road   users   while   minimizing 
delays   for   pedestrians   and   cyclists,   the   design   of 
the   proposed   tra꺔�c   signal   will   be: 
● A   䌛�xed-time   signal,   isolated   from   adjacent 

signals   at   109   Street/76   Avenue   and   104 
Street/76   Avenue, 

● Short   to   minimize   delays   to   pedestrians   and 
cyclists,   and   include 

● Pedestrian   countdown   timers   at   all   four 
corners   of   the   intersection. 

The   City   will   monitor   the   intersection   after 
construction   and   make   minor   adjustments   as 
necessary   while   keeping   with   the   project’s   Vision 
and   Principles. 

To   further   enhance   neighbourhood      walkability 
and   livability,   a   raised   intersection   will   be   added   to 
the   106   Street   and   76   Avenue   intersection.   In 
keeping   with   the   project’s   Vision   and   Principles,   the 
raised   intersection   will   also   incorporate   crosswalks 
at   all   four   approaches,   similar   to   the   other 
proposed   raised   crosswalks   along   the   corridors. 

Di抰erent   surface   treatments   for   this   intersection 
(e.g.   coloured   concrete   and   paving   stone)   and 
additional   livability   features   along   the   corridors   will 
be   explored   during   the   preliminary   design   phase 
to   make   106   Street   and   76   Avenue   a   showcase 
street,   which   aligns   with   the   Vision   and   Principles. 
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What   We   Heard 
from   Community   Partners 

Project   Considerations  Outcome 
or   Resolution   Timeframe 

Alley   Access   on   76   Ave   east   of 
109   St 
Some   community   members   are 
concerned   about   the   potential 
con▍�ict   between   eastbound 
vehicles   turning   left   into   the   alley 
east   of   109   Street   on   76   Avenue 
and   cyclists   riding   westbound   in 
the   cycle   track. 

 

During   the   early   stages   of   the   project,   one   of 
the   main   themes   heard   from   Community 
Partners   was   “accessibility”,   which   includes 
maintaining   existing   accesses   along   the 
corridors.      Therefore,   it   is   recommended 
that   the   existing   all-direction   access   to   the 
professional   building   on   76   Avenue   be 
maintained. 

It   is   noted   that   community   members   are   also 
concerned   with   the   “con▍�ict   zone”   between   motor 
vehicles   and   pedestrian/cyclist   movement   at   this 
location.      In   order   to   clearly   de䌛�ne   this   space, 
green   dashed   markings   through   the   alley   access 
will   be   provided   to   inform   motor   vehicles   to   watch 
out   for   cyclists. 

School   Drop-O抰 
General   questions   regarding   the 
logistics   of   the   school   drop-o抰 
locations   were   raised   and 
community   members   did   not   know 
the   engagement   process   for 
Allendale   and   McKernan   Schools. 

Numerous   meetings   were   held   with 
Edmonton   Public   School   Board   (EPSB)   and 
various   school   representatives   along   the 
study   area   to: 
● share   information   about   the   project, 
● better   understand   school   operations, 

and 
● better   understand   yellow   bus   and 

parent   pick-up/drop-o抰   activities.   
 

Allendale   and   McKernan   School   representatives 
indicated   the   䌛�nal   concept   plan   will   adequately 
accommodate   safe   pick-up   and   drop-o抰   for   yellow 
buses   and   parents.   The   proposed   alternate   parent 
pick-up/drop-o抰   locations   are   acceptable   (i.e.   78 
Avenue/113   Street,   63   Avenue/66   Avenue/105A 
Street). 

Construction   in   McKernan   is   anticipated   to   begin   in 
2018.   Depending   on   the   number   of   yellow   buses   in 
operation   during   that   time,   McKernan   School 
representatives   indicated   that   some   of   the   parent 
pick-up   and   drop-o抰   activities   could   also   be 
accommodated   within   the   extended   lay-by   bay. 
The   City   will   continue   to   consult   with   EPSB   to 
con䌛�rm   yellow   bus   operations   and   discuss   pick-up 
and   drop-o抰   needs   as   they   can   change   yearly.  

 

Bike   Facility   Consistency 
Some   comments   were   heard   on 
the   preference   to   install   a 
consistent   bike   facility   on   the 
corridors   (i.e.   cycle   tracks   instead 
of   shared-use   paths). 

 

There   are   lower   cycling   activity   counts 
recorded   for   this   portion   of   the   roadway. 
Other   project   considerations   or   constraints 
also   include   existing   the   LRT   station,   utility 
con▍�icts,   and   mature   trees. 

With   the   project   considerations   noted,   a 
shared-use-path   is   recommended   for   76   Avenue 
west   of   113   Street.  

Bike   Facility   Crossing   at   114   St 
Extend   the   cycle   track   on   76 
Avenue   from   113   Street   to   115 
Street   instead   of   using   the 
underpass   as   a   connection.   Also 
provide   good   integration   to   the 
LRT   underpass   for   users   who 
choose   to   ride   the   LRT. 

The   project   team   needs   to   consider   various 
factors   with   regards   to   the   cyclist   connection 
across   114   Street.   In   previous   engagement, 
residents   mentioned   that   the   operation   of 
the   intersection   at   114   Street   and   mature 
trees   should   be   key   considerations   when 
designing   the   area.   Due   to   space   constraints 
and   to   promote   safe   crossing   of   cyclists, 
cyclists   are   proposed   to   use   the   underpass 
to   continue   along   76   Avenue. 

Improvements   to   the   LRT   station   are   out   of   the 
scope   of   this   project,   but   will   be   recommended   to 
be   made   with   future   rehabilitation   of   the   station. 

Alley   Renewal   Program 
76   Avenue   residents   in   McKernan 
are   concerned   about   the   existing 
condition   of   the   alley.      With   the 
removal   of   some   parking   along   76 
Avenue,   it   is   suggested   that   the 
alley   be   repaved   as   part   of   the 
Neighbourhood   Renewal   Program 
to   better   allow   residents   along   the 
avenue   access   to   their   rear   garages 
or   parking   pads   from   the   alley. 

Alley   paving   is   outside   of   the   scope   of   the 
McKernan   Neighbourhood   Renewal 
Program.      However,   a   recommendation   to 
prioritize   McKernan   alleys   in   the   future   has 
been   made   as   part   of   the   76   Avenue   concept 
planning   study   and   was   shared   with   the 
appropriate   City   groups   for   consideration.   

Work   is   currently   underway   by   City   Administration 
for   the   development   of   a   strategy   related   to   an 
alley   renewal   program.   
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What   We   Heard 
from   Community   Partners 

Project   Considerations  Outcome 
or   Resolution   Timeframe 

76   Ave   &   114   St   Intersection 
Remove   the   physical   barrier   at   the 
intersection   of   114   Street   and   76 
Avenue   and   continue   with   the 
painted   median.   This   may   help 
with   snow   removal. 

 
- 

During   preliminary   design,   the   alignment   of   the 
intersection   was   reviewed.   It   was   found   that   if   the 
project   limits   are   extended   slightly   and   a   painted 
median   is   used,   the   shared-use   path   width   can   be 
increased.   This   adheres   to   the   Vision   and 
Principles   and   will   be   accommodated   in   future 
design. 

Parking   on   76   Avenue 
Eliminate   parking   on   the   south   side 
of   76   Avenue   between   114   Street 
and   115   Street   and   extend   both 
eastbound   lanes. 

Parking   bays   were   added   to   the   plan   to 
accommodate   these   loading   activities   based 
on   the   feedback   received   in   April.   Locations 
of   parking   bays   were   determined   with 
consideration   to   tree   and   utility   impacts.   For 
this   location   in   particular,   eliminating   this 
parking   may   promote   shortcutting,   which   is 
contradictory   to   the   goals   of   the   Belgravia 
Community   Tra꺔�c   Management   Plan 
(CTMP).  

The   project   team   will   continue   to   work   with   the 
CTMP   project   to   ensure   alignment   between   both 
project’s   goals   and   objectives. 

Roundabout   at   119   St   &   76   Ave 
Proposed   roundabout   at   76 
Avenue   and   119   Street   will   have 
impacts   to   adjacent   private 
properties,   such   as   front   yard 
landscaping,   which   can   be 
accommodated   simply   with   a 
four-way   stop   and   raised 
crosswalks. 

While   the   roundabout   may   be   viewed   solely 
as   a   tra꺔�c   calming   measure,   this   design 
feature   has   been   proposed   for   multiple 
reasons.     The    current    76   Avenue   alignment   is 
skewed   at   119   Street,   creating   a   sightline 
challenge   for   cars   coming   out   of   119   Street 
and   pedestrians    crossing   at   this   location. 
 The   proposed   roundabout   is   also   the   result 
of   collaborative   work   with   the   Belgravia 
CTMP.    While   it   is   one   of   the   many   tra꺔�c 
calming   measures   proposed   to   discourage 
commuter   tra꺔�c   from   using   Saskatchewan 
Drive   and   76   Avenue   as   a   shortcut   route ,   it 
also   solves   a   safety   concern   at   the 
intersection .   Therefore,   a   roundabout   is 
recommended   as   it   is   self-enforcing   and 
proven   to   be   e抰ective   at   slowing   tra꺔�c 
down   and   improving   road   user   visibility. 
Although    a    raised   intersection   can   also   be 
used   to   slow   down   tra꺔�c,   it   cannot   address 
the   sightline   issue.   

 In   order   to   mitigate   impacts   to   the   mature   trees 
and   landscaping   in   front   of   some   private 
properties,   the   roundabout   design   will   be   re䌛�ned 
during   preliminary   design   once   survey   information 
is   available.  

The   project   team   is   also   working   with 
Neighbourhood   Renewal   and   CTMP   to   promote   a 
holistic   approach   for   measures   at   Saskatchewan 
Drive   and   119   Street   that   will   in▍�uence   driver 
behaviour   both   eastbound   and   westbound. 

Tra꺔�c   Calming   Measures 
Commenters   felt   that   additional 
tra꺔�c   calming   measures   should   be 
implemented   at   speci䌛�c   locations 
(i.e.   more   raised   crosswalks,   amber 
▍�ashers,   speed   bumps,   etc.) 

A   holistic,   systematic   approach   must   be 
taken   when   evaluating   tra꺔�c   calming 
measures   as   they   cannot   be   installed   at 
every   location.   While   some   measures   may 
be   very   e抰ective   at   reducing   speed, 
increased   emergency   response   time,   noise, 
vibrations,   maintenance,   and   costs   must   be 
considered.  

The   project   has   been   reviewed   with   the   lens   of   the 
entire   corridor   to   ensure   shifting   locations   of   these 
measures   in   one   community   does   not   create 
problems   in   other   communities.  
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